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1 Introduction
Patent data has long been used as a measure of inventive and innovative activity
and performance (Griliches, 1990; Schmookler, 1966), where last decades have seen a
sharp increase in the use of patent-based indicators by academics and policy-makers
alike. It has been deployed among others to assess innovation performance of coun-
tries (Fu and Yang, 2009; Tong and Davidson, 1994), sectors (Pavitt, 1984), and firms
(Ernst, 2001; Hagedoorn and Cloodt, 2003), to capture local knowledge spillovers (Ja e
et al., 1993) and knowledge flows as a consequence of strategic alliances (Makri et al.,
2010), or employee mobility (Singh and Agrawal, 2011), and to map technological
change(Aharonson and Schilling, 2016). Its wide availability and coverage across sec-
tors countries and over time makes patent data one the main “go-to” datasource for
measuring technological innovation, as demonstrated by the wealth of literature doing
so. Currently, at least two central issues remain regarding the use, choice, and creation
of patent-based indicators of innovation, knowledge creation, stocks, and flows.
First, when measuring knowledge flows and spillovers based on patent data, com-
monly either a direct or and indirect approach has been used. In the direct approach,
knowledge flows are identified by a patent’s backward citations, which can be inter-
preted an acknowledgement of the utilization of existing knowledge embedded in the
cited patent. In an indirect approach, knowledge flows are approximated by the simi-
larity between patents over time, assuming the utilization of earlier knowledge by the
preceding patent. Similarity between patents is traditionally operationalized as the
extent of overlap in their International Patent Classification (IPC) assignments (e.g.,
Aharonson and Schilling, 2016; Singh and Marx, 2013).
Second and related, it is well established that the technological as well as economic
significance of patents varies broadly (Basberg, 1987). As a result, research has long
been engaged in the development of more nuanced measures of certain relevant char-
acteristics as well as the overall quality of a patent. In the context of patent statistics
the notion of quality traditionally equates with the amount of knowledge spillovers
and resulting technological impact created. Consequently most quality indicators are
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created as a composite or derivative of knowledge flow indicators, such as the number
or composition of a patent’s IPC (Lerner, 1994), backward (Lanjouw and Schanker-
man, 2001; Shane, 2001; Trajtenberg et al., 1997) and forward citations (Harho  et al.,
2003a; Trajtenberg et al., 1997).
However, both the use of IPC (and similar classification schemes such as the USPC,
JPC, and CPC) data to measure technological characteristics and similarity as well
as citation data to measure knowledge spillovers has frequently been criticized. First,
IPC and other hierarchical classification systems as indirect measure might not capture
the technological characteristics of an invention su ciently on class level (Benner and
Waldfogel, 2008; Thompson and Fox-Kean, 2005), group level classes are less stable
(WIPO, 2017), and technology classes generally tend to display a substantial overlap
leading to technologically very similar patents in distant classes (McNamee, 2013). The
direct measure via citations appears equally worrisome. Citation practices di er across
patent authorities (Picard and de la Potterie, 2013) and even examiners (Lemley and
Sampat, 2012). Further, applicants may withhold citations to prior art for strategic
reasons (Criscuolo and Verspagen, 2008; Lampe, 2012), or just not provide useful cita-
tions (Cotropia et al., 2013) which instead have to be added by the examiner (Alcácer
et al., 2009). It can also not be taken for granted that examiners are willing and able
to refer to all relevant prior art. Despite innovation in the field of patent databases and
search technology, prior art discovery and examination remains a challenging activity.
Consequently, the absence of citations is not a su cient condition for the absence of
similarity.
In this paper, we address the following cumulative shortcomings related to patent-
based indicators aiming to capture innovation, knowledge stocks and spillovers by
answering following questions: (i.) How can the technology embodied in a patent be
represented? (ii.) How can technological similarity between patents be measured in an
inclusive way, and (iii.) how can dyadic similarity pattern be used to derive nuanced
measures of patent quality? We present an approach to complement existing indicators
and measures by exploiting the rich textual information contained in the patent ab-
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stract. We do so by employing text embedding techniques to create a high-dimensional
vector representation of all English language patents in the PATSTAT database, which
encode their technological signature. In the next step we apply an e cient approach
to calculating similarity between patent dyads using nearest neighbor approximation
which allows us to process massive data sets and compute this measure for the whole
universe of patents. We evaluate the validity of the patent’s technological signature
and similarity. Further, we demonstrate the vectors’ usefulness to visualize technolog-
ical landscapes and inventive activity around the globe and to approximate knowledge
flows and learning on di erent levels of aggregation. We proceed by providing first
suggestions for indicators created based on technological similarity by exploiting the
temporal distribution of similar patents. Composing the average similarity score to
earlier patents, we compute an ex ante indicator of novelty, and likewise for later
patents we ex post measure their promisingness.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we review literature
on the relationship between patents and the rate and direction of technological change,
innovation output and performance on firm as well as country level. We further review
and discuss research utilizing patent data to map technological change, and derive
indicators of knowledge flows, spillovers, and patent quality. In section 3, we discuss
methodological considerations and describe our approach to create a semantic-based
indicator of technological similarity and patent quality. We apply and evaluate this
set of methods in the following section 4 on all patents to be found in the European
Patent O ce (EPO) PATSTAT database. Here, we also validate the usefulness and
meaningfulness of the created technological signature vectors of patents, the derived
technological distance between patent dyads, and the suggested patent quality indica-
tors based on technological distance. In section 5 we explore the results of our analysis
at the case of electro-mobility patents, demonstrate its potentials to provide insights in
the sector’s technological and geographical development. Finally, section 6 concludes,
suggests next steps towards improving and validating the proposed indicators as well
as avenues for future research.
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2 Theoretical Considerations and Literature Review
2.1 Patents as a measure for invention, the rate and direction of
technological change
A wide body of literature in economics and innovation studies has long embraced
patents as a measure of the rate as well as direction of technological change. The corre-
lation between the presence or number of patents with various measures of innovation
output and economic performance have been empirically investigated and established
at various levels, such as countries, sectors, and industries (Pavitt, 1985, 1988).
However, the meaningfulness of patents to map the pattern and measure the rate
of technological change is also perceived to be limited by the fact that: (i.) not all
inventions are patentable, (ii.) not all patentable inventions are patented, (iii.) not ev-
erything patented represents an invention, not all patents are exploited on the market
(p.22 Niosi, 2005), and (iv.) the importance of patents as a mean of intellectual prop-
erty protection varies broadly across jurisdictions, industries, and over time (Pavitt,
1985, 1988). Consequently, attempts to quantify inventive and innovative activity and
performance based on patent data is subject to systematic bias towards certain types
of innovation. Yet, patents nowadays still represent the most widely used indicator
of inventive and innovative activity and performance, to a large extent due to its
wide availability across countries and over time. Patent data can also be considered
information-rich, since it captures individuals (inventors), their corporate association
(applicants), proxies of knowledge the patent is based on (citations), and detailed
descriptions of their content (abstract).
2.2 Patents as a measure of innovation performance
On the firm level, a long tradition of research has established a strong relationship
between patents and R&D expenditure on firm levels, implying that patents are a good
indicator of di erences in inventive activity across firms (Griliches, 1990). Previous re-
search generally indicates that patents are a valid indicator for inventive output, value
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and utility (Trajtenberg, 1990). A large body of literature uses patents as indicator
of innovations (Hagedoorn and Cloodt, 2003) and their associated economic perfor-
mance on firm level (Ernst, 2001). These signals are also useful and recognized by
investors (Hirschey and Richardson, 2004), making them more likely to provide firms
with external capital (Hall and Harho , 2012).
Yet, it has long been recognized that the technological as well as economic signifi-
cance of patents varies broadly (Basberg, 1987). While all patents must meet objective
criteria in terms of novelty and utility in order to be granted, this can still be an incre-
mental and narrow improvement to an existing technology, invisible in its impact on
technological progress. Even when radically novel and theoretically of large technolog-
ical scope and broadly applicable, its economic value is contingent to firm, technology,
market, and timing related factors.
2.3 Patent quality measures
Generally, patents are considered as a useful indicator of inventive activity, and
albeit heterogeneous still indicative of technological and economical significance and
value. However, counting patents appears due to the underlying heterogeneity not be
su cient. To strengthen this association, a large body of literature has explored the
rich information contained in patent data to construct patent quality measures.1
Such measures are mostly derived from information to be found in patent databases
regarding a patent’s (i.) composition of IPC classes, (ii.) the number and pattern of
backward citations or (iii.) forward citations and (iv.) strategic reaction by applicant
and competitor firms on the patent.2 While the former two are ex-ante measures
readily available at the point a patent is granted, the latter are cumulative over time,
leading to a truncation that makes such measures only ex-post after a su cient period
of time meaningful.
1For a recent and exhaustive review on patent quality measures, consider Squicciarini et al. (2013)
2Due to the large body of literature on that issue, such a list can for the sake of brevity not be
exhaustive. Further common measures not discussed in detail here include the size of the patent
family (Harho  et al., 2003b) and the lag between the patent application and approval Harho  and
Wagner (2009),
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Ex-ante indicators mainly aim at deriving patent quality by the scope and novelty
of the patent’s underlying technology. This has been approximated by the patents
technological scope (Lerner, 1994) in terms of the number of IPC classes the patent
is assigned to. The intuition is that the more di erent IPC classes a patent covers,
the larger the technology’s generality and potential usefulness across applications and
industries. In addition, backward citations are commonly used as a measure of nov-
elty in terms of applied and combined knowledge. While it has been argued that the
number of backward citations capture the amount and scope of applied knowledge and
assign it a positive association with radical invention (Schoenmakers and Duysters,
2010) and patents value (Harho  et al., 2003b), large numbers of backward citations
might also indicate a more incremental invention (Lanjouw and Schankerman, 2001).
In that sense, having little or no backward citations is seen as a potential sign of radi-
cally new inventions breaking away from established technological trajectories (Ahuja
and Lampert, 2001). In addition, the citation of non-patent literature (NPL, mainly
academic papers) (Narin et al., 1997) shows closeness to scientific knowledge (Tong
and Davidson, 1994), and therefore might be more likely to be general and radical.
In a more nuanced way, the composition of backward citations is used to provide in-
formation of the structure how technologies are combined and applied in the patent.
Popular examples are the breadth of cited IPC classes (originality index, Trajtenberg
et al., 1997), or the number of cited IPC classes di erent from the ones of the citing
patent (radicalness index, Shane, 2001), recombinatorial novelty (Arts and Veugelers,
2015; Uzzi et al., 2013) of IPC classes, and the age of backward citations (e.g., Lee and
Lee, 2019).
Ex-post patent quality indicators aim at capturing the patent’s economic or tech-
nological impact. Again, while such retro-perspective indicators have the potential
to measure real and not only potential impact, this comes at the expense of often
long delays between the patent application and the possibility to create meaningful
measures. Economic impact is mostly measured indirectly by firm action which might
reveal the perceived value of the patent, such as the number of claims filed on the
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patent (Tong and Davidson, 1994), and the renewal of a patent after its expiration
(Pakes and Schankerman, 1984). Technological impact is to the largest extend ap-
proximated by the number or pattern of the patent’s received forward citations. First,
the raw number of citations received can be interpreted as a measure of general tech-
nological usefulness, which indeed has been shown to correlate well with other quality
measures such as its technological and economic value (Harho  et al., 2003a), its con-
tribution to firm market value (Hall et al., 2005) and the inventor assessments of its
economic value (Gambardella et al., 2008). Related, some scholars focus on the study
of breakthrough invention, defined as the top 1% cited patents in a certain field (Ahuja
and Lampert, 2001; Buchmann and Wolf, 2020). To utilize not only the amount but
also the structure and composition of forward citations, similar approaches have been
developed, such as the generality index (Trajtenberg et al., 1997) which measures the
range of technological fields that cite the focal patent. Lately, an increased e ort has
been made to develop composite indicators of patent quality, which incorporate di er-
ent ex-ante as well as ex-post concepts (eg., Dahlin and Behrens, 2005; Lanjouw and
Schankerman, 2004; Squicciarini et al., 2013; Verhoeven et al., 2016).
2.4 Natural language based approaches to create patent measures
Recently, researchers have started leveraging text based approaches, leverage textual
information to be found in patent title, abstract, keywords, or claims in order to decribe
the technologies embodied in a patent in a more nuanced way, to measure technological
similarity, and map technology landscapes and evolution.
As a first step towards a richer analysis of patent documents keyword-based methods
have been introduced (Lee et al., 2009). These studies are based on keyword frequency
and co-occurence measures. As a further refinement with the intent to capture further
technological nuance, multi-word analysis has been proposed (Gerken and Moehrle,
2012). This study also introduces a measure of patent novelty derived from similar-
ity matrices. Similarly, Passing and Moehrle (2015) demonstrate how patent based
semantic similarity measures can be used to portray technological convergence at the
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example of the smart grid.
There are various approaches to extracting information and insight from unstruc-
tured text (Abbas et al., 2014). These range from simple keyword frequency and co-
occurrence analysis, Subject Action Object (SAO) based techniques that aim at intro-
ducing more grammatical and thereby meaning structure, to recent machine-learning
based embedding approaches. The latter is used in the present study.
Given the richness of textual data and the rapidly evolving landscape of techniques it
is not surprising to see them being used in patent based research. Kim et al. (2016) use
topic modelling to generate patent development maps and identify technological trends.
Aside from mapping, automatised classification has been a field with prominent use
of text based approaches: Tran and Kavuluru (2017) explore text data and machine-
learning based classification in the context of the Cooperative Patent Classification
(CPC) system. Such exercises build on earlier work of automated patent classification
for IPC classes (Fall et al., 2003). Don and Min (2016) propose a more nuanced
approach for automatised classification considering structural information in patent
documents. The present study uses a similar approach as one of the several evaluation
exercises performed. Finally, textual approaches can easily be combined with network
analysis as demonstrated in Liu and Shih (2011) for USPC classification.
3 A Semantic Approach to Create Technological Signatures
and Distance Measures in Patent Data
3.1 General logic
We argue that the textual description of patents to be found in their abstract (and
potentially claims or fulltext) represent the richest in traditional patent databases
available set of information to extract its technological signature. Such a technological
signature consequently would represents a good foundation to derive measures of tech-
nological similarity between patents and various indicators of a patent’s technological
quality (e.g., novelty, radicalness, generality). We suggest meaningful indicators of
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patent quality should be derived not from atomic characteristics of patents but rather
the pattern of how it relates to the realm of existing technology, highlighting thereby
the integral role of technological similarity relationships. To enable the creating of such
indicators, two necessary conditions have to be fulfilled: (i.) An accurate representa-
tion of a patent’s technological features has to be available (composability), and (ii.)
it must be possible to compare these representation of technological characteristics in
order to evaluate their similarity (comparability).
When using citations, we generally rely on explicit expressions of relatedness. How-
ever, this also means that we accept that we do not capture similarity unless it is
explicitly stated. Using numerical representation of the patent from text rather than
citation patterns, we circumvent potential issues attributed to patenting strategy or
absence of explicit similarity attribution. Instead, our calculated vectors will capture
similarity regardless of the presence of explicit links.
The resulting dyadic similarity score can be represented as a patent network, en-
abling us to draw from the rich set of indicators from network theory and analysis to
express characteristics of patents or higher level aggregations. We propose two sim-
ple patent quality measures of technological novelty and promisingness by exploiting
the temporal distribution of top-similarity scores. In the following, we describe the
techniques, parameters, and general logic behind every step of the proposed indicator
computation in detail. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed techniques and workflow to
create dyadic technological similarity indicator based on their textual data, which can
be used for a variety of analyses and indicator creation.
3.2 From patent to vector: Natural Language Processing
Our aim is to create a high dimensional vector representation of a patent’s technolog-
ical signature, which can be used to derive dyadic measures of technological similarity
between patents. To express the technological signature of a patent based on textual
data in a way that is suitable for our analysis, we have to assume that every patent can
be represented as a vector v in some vector space V œ Rn such that the vectors satisfy
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Figure 1: Preprocessing pipeline
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two properties: (i.) composability and (ii.) comparability. Vectors must be composable
so that we can compute a signature vector for every patent, which can be manipulated
using vector algebra, for instance, to compute an average vector for an aggregated
higher-level entity such as a firm, technology, or country. In addition, such vectors
need to be comparable, so that for any pair of vector ≠æi and ≠æj , a robust similarity
score s(≠æi ,≠æj ) can be computed. If such a vector indeed represents the technological
properties of a patent accurately, the resulting similarity score Si,j provides a dyadic
measure of technological relatedness.
Given a relatively high number of patent abstracts, we need to identify an e cient
approach to generating numeric representations of the patent text that preserve its
semantic features. There are several approaches to doing this with rapid develop-
ment of new methods in recent years. The most basic approach would be to represent
individual abstracts as bag-of-words or word-co-occurrence vectors, i.e. an array of
dummies, or weighted for generality and specificity of the utilized terms, e.g. by us-
ing term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF, Salton and Buckley (1988))
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weighting. Already such a simple weighting scheme and the representation of patent
abstracts as a sparse matrix can be rather powerful. While scholars and industry
have for some time been utilizing dimensionality reduction techniques such as latent
semantic indexing (LSI, Deerwester et al. (1990); Dumais et al. (1988)) to get useful
document representations, more recently word embedding approaches, e.g. Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) or GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) have gained traction. Here,
the model learns term meanings from the context that surrounds the term rather than
merely within-document co-occurrence. This principle has been famously summarized
as “you shall know a word by the company it keeps” in Firth (1957). Training of
such models on large datasets allows to account for syntax and to extract higher-level
meaning structures for terms. It in contrast to keyword-based NLP approaches helps
us to reduce the bias caused by synonyms and homonyms in corpora such as patent
texts, which are full of disciplinary jargon (Beall and Kafadar, 2008; Tseng et al.,
2007). Summing and averaging such word vectors has proven to generate good docu-
ment representations that are able to deal with some of the idiosyncrasies of natural
language that simpler models were not able to account for. Their ability to better
account for synonyms in natural language is hereby most important. While we are
aware of their existence and have been experimenting with more advanced approaches
such as Sequence2Sequence models based on deep learning techniques and autoencoder
architectures with recurrent neural networks (e.g. Sutskever et al., 2014), as well as the
current state-of-the-art transformer architectures with attention mechanisms (Devlin
et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Vaswani et al., 2017), in this paper we use a simpler
approach that we expect to emphasize semantics, i.e. technological content over other
linguistic features that may be important for translation or language understanding
tasks. This choice is in part motivated by the assumption that patent text, being for-
mal and aiming at codification of contents rather than literary aspirations, does carry
less information in its syntax.
For the present analysis, we represent patent abstracts as TF-IDF weighted word
embedding averages, which means that each patent is represented as the average vector
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of contained terms, accounting for their specificity or generality. To calculate such
abstract representations, we first train a custom word embedding model using the
Word2Vec approach3 on approximately 48 million English patent abstracts found in
PATSTAT. We train this custom model instead of using generic word embeddings due
to the arguably specific language found in patent descriptions. In addition, we train a
simple TF-IDF model on the whole corpus of patent abstracts. Abstract embeddings
are obtained by taking the dot product of the word-embedding matrix with the dense
TF-IDF weighted Bag-of-Word representations of the abstracts. As a result, we obtain
a 300-dimensional patent signature vector that can be used for further calculations.
3.3 From vector to similarity: Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search
After creating a technological signature vector for every patent, we attempt to mea-
sure each patents technological similarity the the universe of existing patents. The
most precise but also naive approach is a brute-force nearest neighbor search where a
similarity score (e.g. euclidean distance) for each pair of observation is calculated for
instance by taking the dot product of the document matrix and its transpose. How-
ever, this would lead to a matrix of size nú (n≠1), and even when ex-post introducing
sparsity by only storing similarity values above a certain threshold, all similarity scores
need to be calculated in the first place. For our population of circa 48 million patents,
this would not be possible with reasonable e ort.4
Approximate nearest neighbors computation is an active area of research in machine
learning and one of the common approaches to this problem is using k-d trees that
partition the space to reduce the required number of distance calculations. Search of
nearest neighbors is then performed by traversing the resulting tree structure. Utilizing
such an approach can reduce complexity to O[DNlog(N)] and more. In our case, this
3Python’s Gensim library (Rehurek, 2010) is used for the training https://radimrehurek.com/
gensim/. Bi-grams occurring over 500 times are aggregated into individual tokens before training.
The Word2Vec model runs over 5 iterations, using a window of 8 words, 300 dimensions for the
target vectors, terms occurring less than 20 times are not considered.
4AN example of the data and compute intensity of such an approach is provided by Younge and
Kuhn (2016), who produced a patent similarity matrix with 14 trillion entries by using thousands
of distributed CPUs for months to do so.
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would leads to an e ciency increase by a factor of at least 1.12e4.5 We in the next
step calculate the cosine similarity between focal patent and all other patents to be
found in neighbouring leaves of the search tree:
simcosine(x, y) = x
T y
||x|| · ||y|| (1)
We discard patents-pairs with a cosine similarity beyond the threshold of 0.35. This
threshold is necessary to create an appropriate level of sparsity to avoid the problem
of storing and processing extremely large matrices. In addition, it reduces the analysis
to a space where similarity can be meaningfully measured.6 The chosen threshold of
0.35 is based on the comparison of patent pairs at certain similarity threshold, where
we informed by domain experts decided where patents still contain enough meaningful
relatedness allowing an interpretation. However, future evaluation exercises should
aim at defining this threshold in a more rigorous way.
3.3.1 From similarity to patent quality indicators
The dyadic measure of technological similarity can be expressed in a network struc-
ture, resulting in a network of patents, where the edges represent their technological
similarity. This network represents a rich infrastructure for various types of analysis
related to inventive activity and technological relatedness on di erent levels of aggre-
gation. For instance, such a relational representation of technology as embodied in
patents o ers the potential to visually map technological fields and their development,
derive further network related measures such as degree centrality, betweenness, and
perform relational clustering exercises.
While we in section 4 and 5 demonstrate such applications, we in the following exem-
plify the possibilities by initially proposing two simple patent-level quality indicators to
5We utilize the e cient annoy (Approximate Nearest Neighbor Oh Yeah!, Bernhardsson (2017)).
Documentation of the annoy package can be found at https://github.com/spotify/annoy im-
plementation that constructs a forest of trees (100) using random projections.
6In the same way as it is not helpful to measure the similarity of a smartphone with an apple vs.
a banana, we do not believe that similarity measures of a particular ham-curing process with a
semiconductor would contain useful information.
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complement and augment existing approaches. In detail, we propose a simple approach
to measure a patent’s novelty and promisingness as an aggregate of technological sim-
ilarity. We do so by exploiting the temporal distribution of a focal patent’s similarity
to other patents. In contrast to citation based approaches, semantic similarity includes
relationships to other patents independent of the time of application.7 Therefore, for
every patent i, the set of mostly semantically similar patents Ji[1 : m] will contain
patents j with earlier as well as later application dates. With that information, we can
construct a temporal similarity index on patent level, which captures its similarity to
other patent applications filed earlier (simpasti ) or later (sim
future
i ).
as follows:
simpasti =
mÿ
j=1
(≠· >  tj,i Ø ≠⁄) si,j
m
(2)
simfuturei =
mÿ
j=1
(· <  tj,i Æ ⁄) si,j
m
(3)
Consequently, qi represents patent i’s share of similar patents with application date
in the past (simpasti ) or future (sim
future
i ), weighted by their similarity si,j . The
parameter · represents the time after which a patent j is considered to be in the past
or future. To o set the delay between patent application and the o cial publication
of 6 to 12 months (Squicciarini et al., 2013) we set · = 1, meaning that patents
with application date more that a year before or after the focal patent are considered
as laying in the past or future. ⁄ defines the time before and after the focal patent’s
application until which we consider earlier and later applications. To make it consistent
and comparable with the traditionally used 5-year forward citation count, we set ⁄ = 5.
3.4 Patent data
The patent data we used for our study was retrieved from the EPO’s Worldwide
Patent Statistical Database (PATSTAT, Autumn 2018 edition) which covers biblio-
7While a patent is unconstrained by the number of forward citation it can receive, its backward
citations are truncated, since not every potentially similar patent can be cited within the scope
of a patent application. This temporal asymmetry complicates the comparison of forward and
backward citation counts.
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graphic patent data from more than 100 patent o ces of developed as well as devel-
oping countries over a period of several decades.
We in a first step create technological-signature embeddings for all patents where
English-language abstracts are available (ca. 48 million). However, for the calcula-
tion of the dyadic technological similarity score, we only use a subset of all patent
applications.
First of all, for our present analysis, we only include patent applications which have
been granted. This already applies a first quality filter, yet also induces a time-lag
between the filing of the application and the inclusion of the granted application in
our analysis, preventing us from analyzing post-2017 data. We further limit ourselves
to patent applications in the period 1980-2017. Our measure for a patent’s similarity to
the future refers to patents granted in the next five years following the original patent’s
granting date. Thus, for analyses utilizing this measure we are only able to use patents
up to 2012. Since one invention in most cases can lead to multiple patent applications
at di erent patent o ces and over time, to avoid the inclusion of double-counting
applications at multiple o ces we follow De Rassenfosse et al. (2013) and only include
priority filings. We further only include one patent per extended (INPADOC) patent
family, which contains patents directly or indirectly connected via at least one shared
priority filing.8 Here, we select the earliest priority filing per extended patent family,
which by now has been granted and where an English language abstract is available.
This reduces the number of patent applications considered roughly by a factor of 6
(approx. 12 million).
8Due to di erent regulations, applicants in some cases have an incentive to vary the scope of their
patent when applying at di erent o ces. For instance, the Japanese Patent O ce is known to
prefer narrower patents, and until the 1990s also included the number of claims in the application
fees. Consequently, more narrow patents at the JPO have often been consolidated to one broader
application at the USTPO and EPO. Including only one INPADOC family member mitigates the
resulting bias, since direct as well as indirect priority linkages are included in the same family.
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4 Method and Indicator Evaluation
So far, we developed and described a novel method that can be used for patent
landscaping, technology mapping, and the construction of di erent patent quality in-
dicators. However, the benefits and usefulness of the presented approach are predom-
inantly based on methodological claims. In the following, we engage in a first attempt
of empirical evaluation of the created technological signature vectors of patents, the
derived patent-to-patent similarity measure, as well as the suggested patent quality in-
dicators. we here apply two perspectives – a “direct” and a “relational”. The “direct”
evaluation assumes that a model can be estimated that links each vector to observable
attributes of the corresponding patent. This is helpful to assess if the created vector
representation contains meaningful information regarding the technology described in
the patent. “Relational” approaches assume, in contrast, that similarity scores calcu-
lated between vectors are correlated with existing observable measures of similarity.
Conceptually, the former represents a necessary but not su cient condition for the
latter.
Therefore, we begin by a first attempt of evaluating the meaningfulness of the created
technological signature before we proceed with the evaluation of technological distance.
Finally, we provide a first evaluation of the suggested patent quality indicators for
patent novelty and promisingness.
4.1 Technological Signature
In this “direct” evaluation we examine how the produced vectors perform as inputs
for automated IPC symbol classification on sub-class level for the first mentioned sub-
class – this is a multiclass prediction problem with 637 outcome classes in our sample.
We trained an artificial neural network on 9,471,069 observations that explicitly men-
tion one of the symbols as “first” and evaluated on 100000 out-of-sample observations,
which have not been used to fit the prediction model. The classifier achieved a weighted
accuracy of 54% and weighted recall of 53% meaning that it was able to detect the right
sub-class out of 637 possible answers for over half of the patents in the test set. Since
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we only fitted the model on the first symbol, there is a chance that the missclassified
vectors belong to other symbols mentioned for a given patent. While we are confident
these result could be improved with a more rigereous model training strategy, they
were already now convincing given the complexity of the task, and the fact that the
created vector representations were not intended to be used for classification.
4.2 Technological Similarity
In the next step we evaluate the comparability of the embedding vectors, and conse-
quently the quality of the calculated dyadic measure of technological similarity between
patents. Initially, we compare di erent samples of patent-parts which could intuitively
be expected to display on average a higher (lower) similarity.
Here, we assume that technological similarity should be more pronounced within
technological domains, as approximated by technological classifications such as tech-
nological fields, IPC or CPC categories. On average patents within the same IPC
class display a significantly higher similarity than patents from di erent classes. This
has been evaluated by randomly matching every patent with another one within the
same IPC class as well as one in a di erent IPC class. As a result, patents sharing an
IPC class display an increased magnitude of similarity by a factor of roughly 3, which
increases when repeating the same exercise on subclass (5), group (7) and subgroup
(8) level. Similar results are obtained when using the CPC classification scheme in-
stead. Sharing multiple classes further increases our similarity score. Repeating this
procedure on inventor and applicant level leads to similar results. Within IPC classes,
similarity is also higher for patents applied closer in time, where similarity sharply
drops by around 30% comparing patent applications in the same year with the follow-
ing one. This e ectcontinuouss over time, making patents within the same IPC class
published more than 7 years apart not significantly more similar than patents from
di erent classes.
In addition, we investigate the relationship between patents linked by forward or
backward citations with their similarity. Backward citations refer to relevant prior
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art, consequently a pair where one patent cites the other should on average display
a higher technological similarity that pair where this is not the case. We therefore
retrieve all citations to prior art, and compare the similarity scores of the resulting
patent pairs with a random sample of equal size where the patents do not cite each
others. The results indeed show that patent pairs connected by a backward citation
show on average a 50 times higher similarity score. However, the average similarity
of citing patents is with ca 7% still low and highly skewed, where around 70% of
patents citing each others do not display meaningful similarity. Likewise, the Pearson
correlation coe cient between citation and similarity of a patent pair is with 0.05 low
but statistically significant at the 1% level.9 Yet, there are many patent pairs with high
similarity scores that do not cite each other (and vice versa), supporting our argument
that citations may o er a to restrictive measure for technological similarity. It further
raises the question, what exactly is the information regarding the relationship of two
patents represented in a citation.
4.3 Patent quality indicators
While the suggested indicators for patent novelty and promisingness are only a first
step towards the creating of meaningful semantic and similarity based patent indicators
and thereby rather exemplifying the possibilities than providing a definitive answer, it
is still worth comparing the outcomes of this exercise against established indicators of
patent quality.
Here, forward citations received are the most commonly used indicator of patent
quality, impact, and value. As already suggested in the evaluation of patent-to-patent
technological similarity, also aggregated on patent level our simfuture indicator only
correlates weakly with the number of forward citations recieved by the patent within
the next five years. Likewise, the patents in the top 10% of the simfuture distribution
do not display a significantly higher number of forward citations, even though the
variance is about two times higher. In line with our argumentation, these first results
9Similar results with slightly higher average similarity and higher correlation are obtained when only
limiting ourselves to X and Y tag citations, and citations added by the examiner.
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indicate that similarity to the future might indeed indicate that you are “ahead of the
curve”, yet does not guarantee success or impact per se.
On the other hand, the number of backward citations correlates moderately and
significant at the 1% level with simpast, and the patents in the top-10% in the back-
ward citation distribution display a around 40% higher similarity to past applications.
Furthermore, we compare all granted patents in our selection with an equally sized
random sample of non-granted patents 5 years after their application, where we see
that non-granted patents indeed display a around 20% higher similarity to the past,
indicating less novelty.
5 Case Study: Electromobility Patents
After a first attempt of validating the created patent technological signature, simi-
larity, and proposed quality indicators, we proceed with illustrating the outcomes and
demonstrating di erent use cases and potential insights gained with the case of elec-
tric vehicle technologies. While the evaluation of our indicators’ basic characteristics
is helpful to ensure certain properties such as composability and comparability, a case
study on a limited and somewhat heterogeneous set of technologies enables us to derive
context-dependent insights based on domain expertise.
5.1 Context and data
5.1.1 Context: Electro-mobility technologies
Electric vehicle (EV) technology is currently about to develop from the niche into the
mass market. Thereby, it fosters a shift in the technological regime, leaving the internal
combustion engine (ICE) technology behind. A shift in the regime does not come
about easily since the old regime is self-stabilizing which includes barriers of change
such as established infrastructure, user behavior and user preferences with regard to
the established technology. Apart from being more environmentally friendly, electric
vehicles have a number of further advantages: “Electric motors are low-maintenance,
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versatile and exceptionally quiet” (p. 4 De ke, 2013). “Electric vehicles” is a relatively
broad concept and there are several di erent types of electric vehicles. Typically we
can distinguish four types of EVs: battery electric vehicles (BEV), hybrid electric
vehicles (HEV), range extended electric vehicles (REEV) and fuel cell vehicles (Pro 
and Kilian, 2012). The engine system unit of a BEV consists of the following main
parts: battery, electric motor and controller. The battery system is being charged
with the special power mains. It stores the energy and supplies the electric motor.
The controller is called so, because it controls the amount of electricity that the motor
gets from the battery as well as the speed of the vehicle. Hybrid vehicles include both
a combustion and an electric engine (Larminie and Lowry, 2003).
5.1.2 Patent data
To identify the relevant patents related to EV technologies, we use IPC codes on
the subclass level. Whereas group and subgroup labels allow even more nuanced iden-
tification, they are also less stable over time due to more frequent revision, adittion,
and reclassification (WIPO, 2017). Our analysis focuses on a key technology of bat-
tery electric vehicles (BEVs) which is the electric propulsion. Pilkington et al. (2002)
studied patent data as indicators of technological development related to electric ve-
hicles. Representing a core IPC class of electric vehicle technology they use the class
B60L11/- IPC which represents “Electric propulsion with power supplied within the
vehicle”. This is part of the broader IPC class B60 (vehicles in general) and the sub-
class B60L (electric equipment or propulsion of electrically-propelled vehicles; magnetic
suspension or levitation for vehicles; electrodynamic brake system for vehicles). How-
ever, we need to bear in mind that the class not only covers electric cars but also other
electric vehicles such as for instance marine vehicles. Thus, for analysis the class B60L
11/00 and its subclasses were used, as they can be determined as a “likely home for
EV patents” (Pilkington and Dyerson, 2006, p. 85). A list of all used IPC-classes and
their description is given in Table 1.
Since our indicator simfuture is calculated based on similar patents applied for in
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Table 1: List of used IPC-classes
IPC class Level Description
B60L 11/00 Subgroup Electric propulsion with power supplied within the vehicle
B60L 11/02 Subgroup Using engine-driven generators
B60L 11/04 Subgroup Using dc generators and motors
B60L 11/06 Subgroup Using ac generators and dc motors
B60L 11/08 Subgroup Using ac generators and motors
B60L 11/10 Subgroup Using dc generators and ac motors
B60L 11/12 Subgroup With additional electric power supply, e.g. accumulator
B60L 11/14 Subgroup With provision for direct mechanical propulsion
B60L 11/16 Subgroup Using power stored mechanically, e.g. in flywheel
B60L 11/18 Subgroup Using power supplied from primary cells, secondary cells,
or fuel cells
the 5 years after the application of the focal patents, this ex-ante indicator can only be
calculated until patent applications up to the year 2012. For consistency, we therefore
limit ourselves to the period 1980-2012. After only selecting patents in this period
where one of the patents IPC class assignment is to be found in Table 1, our final
dataset contains 22,285 patents.
5.2 Descriptives
We start our analysis with a general overview of the collected data and its struc-
ture. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of the main indicators of interest cal-
culated. While we describe in the previous section the calculation of a continuous
indicator of technological similarity, we - for the sake of analytical simplicity and ease
of interpretation- create a binary indicator for simi,j , which takes the value of one if
the patent pair has a similarity above the threshold of 0.50, and zero otherwise. There-
fore, the patent level values reported for simpast and simfuture can be interpreted as
the number of highly similar patent applications filed in the corresponding time.
We see that high technological similarity is scarce. On average a patent is highly
similar to 1.4 others. Due to the right-skewedness of the indicator, many patents in
fact display no similarity to others. This does, however, by no means indicate that
inventive activity in EV is fragmented and discontinuous, but rather that the emergence
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics: Patents
Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max
simalln 22, 285 1.40 4.33 0 64
simpresentn 22, 285 0.30 1.09 0 18
simfuturen 22, 285 0.55 2.07 0 38
of strong technological trajectories is scarce.
5.3 Vector-based technology landscaping
In the following section, we demonstrate insights gained on the level of technologies.
To do so, we start with a visualization of the EV technology landscape. This could be
done based on the patent to patent similarity network. However, since we created in the
first step a 3000-dimensional technological signature vector for every patent, a visual
representation of the EV technology space can be directly and e ciently achieved via
dimensionality reduction of this vector. Figure 2 shows the result of a dimensionality
reduction of all EV patent signature vectors into 2-dimensional space via “Uniform
Manifold Approximation and Projection” (McInnes et al., 2018, UMAP[), a e cient
technique that jointly optimizes local as well as global data structures. Colors indicate
the outcome of a density-based clustering (HDBSCAN) of the 2-dimensional patent
landscape. We can observe that especially cluster 4 clearly separate from other clusters,
while cluster 1, 2, 3 and 5 share some more common aspects. In this case, cluster 4 on
the left mainly refers to electrical machines and general vehicle technology, while the
clusters on the right cover diverse aspects of battery systems like charging systems,
battery controllers and power supply. Patents from cluster zero show some widespread
distribution with only minor probabilities and therefore can not be clearly assigned to
one of the main five clusters.
To get an further overview over the content of the 5 technology clusters identified,
figure 3 illustrates the IPC class composition on group level of the contained patents.
Unsurprisingly our core EV IPC group B60L constitutes the most represented one in
all clusters, often substituted with other subgroups of B60 (vehicles in general) such
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Figure 2: UMAP projection of patent vectors
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as B60W (conjoint control of vehicle sub-units) and B60K (arrangement or mounting
of propulsion units). However, the diversity of referred patent classes correspond very
well to the spread within the UMAP projection, underlining the broader content of
cluster 4 compared to e.g. the more specified cluster 2.
Figure 3: IPC class composition of technology clusters
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5.4 Overall technologicalsimilarity
For a first overview over the sector and technology, Figure 4 displays the development
of the number of EV patent applications as well as their average simfuturen (number of
similar patents in the following 5 years) over time.
Figure 4: Overal number and similarity of EV patents
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While we see marginal activity in patent applications already in the 1980s, we only
see a steady growth beginning in the 1990s, with a sharp increase in the mid-2000s.
simfuturen , however, follows a di erent trajectory. Until the mid-1990s, almost no
patent showed similarity to future patents, indicating the generally low patenting ac-
tivity but also the non-cumulative and fragmented nature of technology development
in this period. However, in the mid 1990s, we witness a sudden peak of simfuturen ,
followed by further peaks in the mid-2000s and early 2010s, which hints at an by now
visible technology life-cycle. Here, the first main peak around the year 1997 coincides
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with the development of the Toyota Prius, becoming the first mass-produced hybrid-
electric vehicle and forerunner in the field of (hybrid) electric vehicle technology. The
following peaks fall into the time of growing patenting activity in the energy storage
field in general but with a steady rising focus especially on lithium-ion technologies in
2005 and the following years (Dinger et al., 2010). This technology played an important
role in electric vehicle development within the next decade, which explains the high
future similarity in this time. The figure also illustrates the forward-looking nature of
simfuturen , where new technological trends and developments are tracable before the
corresponding technology starts enjoying its popularity. Consequently, we suggest that
on di erent levels of aggregation, simfuturen can be interpreted as an indicator of the
“promisingness” of certain technology.
5.5 Country-level technological similarity
In the following, we provide an overview of EV patenting and our similarity-based
indicators on country-level.10 Since most patents have multiple inventors listed, we
assign every geolocation a fractionalized number representing the share of inventors of
a particular patent in a particular location. We choose the inventor information instead
of the more commonly used applicant information to assign patents to countries in
order to capture the location of inventive activity rather than the location of intellectual
property right ownership (Squicciarini et al., 2013). 5 illustrates the technological
development of the five countries accounting for the highest number of EV patent
applications, Japan, South Korea, the United States, Germany, and France.
Based on the displayed curves Japan can clearly be identified as the leading country
in the field of core electric vehicle patents showing a sharp increase in output since
the 1990s as the general forerunner in EV technologies. This is in accordance with the
development of Japans vehicle industry, which was the first to introduce vehicles with
10PATSTAT data is known to incompletely capture inventor addresses correct and complete (ca. 30%
of patents cannot be clearly assigned to any geographical location), a problem which is ampli-
fied particularly in Asian countries. Therefore, for this research, we leverage recent e orts by
De Rassenfosse et al. (2019) to provide more comprehensive geo-information for PATSTAT data,
covering more than 90% of global patenting activity.
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Figure 5: Novelty & Impact on country level
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alternative powertrains and was also strongly supported by governmental programmes
at an early stage (Åhman, 2006). This first position remained unchallenged for the
whole period considered. However, in the mid-2000s, Korean EV-research started to
take o  and increased its patent output rapidly thereafter. This uptake is clearly in line
with and the founding of the Pangyo Techno Valley (PTV) in 2004, a large research
cluster accumulating eight of the top 10 Korean tech companies and more than 1,300
IT-companies as well as the introduction of the Korean “Innocity” policy in 2007 to
establish new innovation cities (Lee et al., 2017). The United States, Germany, and
France, in the meantime, showed only negligible activity and just around 2010 became
somewhat significant. This possibly results from a comparatively late introduction of
EV-innovation policies for the US in 2009 (Gu and Shao, 2014) and the PPP Green
Car Initiative of the European Commission starting in 2008. Overall, patenting in
EV technologies appears as rather concentrated, where Japan accounts for 41% of all
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patents filed, and the leading five countries are together the creators of 89% of all
patents. In terms of the development of the simfuturen indicator, we see a slightly
di erent picture compared to the total patent count. The development of Japan’s
simfuturen roughly follows its amount of patent applications and shows a somewhat
stable trend of high future similarity. The huge impact of the Japanese patent count
can also be seen in the resemblance of the Japanese course to the overall similarity
in Figure 5. However, we also spot several peaks of countries with at that point in
time minimal patenting activity, but promising technologies developed. Particularly
noticeable is the peak of South Korea in the mid-2000s, where the average simfuturen of
Korean patents overtakes Japans lead.11 Overall, the high average future similarity of
Korean patents in the following years of rising patent count suggests a highly innovative
and future driven patenting behavior.
5.6 Temporal similarity as knowledge flows
The dyadic of our similarity indicators naturally lends itself not only to the construc-
tion of network-based indicators (such as our similarity scores, which are basically the
node’s degree centrality filtered by di erent edge-types), but also to a direct network
analysis on di erent levels of aggregation.
As an example, we in the following create a directed network between the top-
patenting countries based on aggregated simfuturei,j . Since the similarity of patent
applications in country i with patent applications in country j at a later point in time
can be interpreted as a knowledge spillover, the resulting network illustrates technology
related knowledge flows between countries.
We see that during the formative period of EV technologies until 2000, strong knowl-
edge flows particularly from Japan to South Korea, but also bidirectional ones between
the US and Japan can be observed. The network underlines that Japan can be seen
as the central player in this time, building the knowledge base for future developments
11However, this peak is mainly caused by the big di erences in patent count among countries at this
time and a graph that is based on country averages, as the most promising patent from Japan still
ranks three times higher in future similarity than the best Korean one.
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Figure 6: Knowledge flows between countries
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of the other top 4 patenting countries. However, it also becomes apparent, that some
Japanese developments in turn base on US-American developments in the early 80’s,
mainly a patent introducing LiCoO2 as a new cathode material for lithium batteries
(Godshall et al., 1982). The strongest knowledge flow for the first period is observ-
able from Japan to Korea, which goes along with the dissemination of knowledge in
other technological fields. Former studies showed, that for several high technological
areas like flat panel displays (FPD) (Hu, 2008; Jang et al., 2009) as well as the mobile
telephones (Lee and Jin, 2012) the knowledge source / patent citation often follows
the order of industry entry leading to Japan following the US and Korea following
Japan (Han and Niosi, 2018). Further reasons for the strong connection might also be
seen in the high resource-based dependence from Japan, with for example LG Chem,
the largest Korean EV-battery producer, being heavily reliant on Japanese materials.
Besides an overall higher connectivity of the knowledge flow network post 2000, also
its characteristics changed. Beside this apparent increased interconnectedness between
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the countries, we now see strong bidirectional connections between Japan and South
Korea, indicating mutual reinforcing knowledge flows. Conversely, knowledge flows
between the US and Japan now mainly originate from Japan.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to create vector representations of a
patent’s technological signature based on textual information to be found in their
abstract by utilizing embedding techniques from natural language processing. We use
these similarity vectors to create patent-to-patent measures of technological similarity,
allowing us to represent the whole universe of patents as a similarity network, opening
the possibility for a large range of applications and analyses. We demonstrate the
usefulness of our approach by proposing two complementary patent quality indicators
based on the temporal distribution of technological similarity for ex ante patent novelty
and ex post technological promisingness. We provide an overall overview over the
properties of the proposed indicators, and illustrate first results at the example of
patents related to the technological field of electro-mobility.
We thereby contribute to the existing body of knowledge in several ways: First, we
are among the first to deploy state-of-the-art NLP techniques to the characterization,
classification, and valuation of patents. While there has been recently an increasing
e ort in leveraging textual data in patent research, this has for the most part been
limited to keywords and term frequencies. In contrast, we apply a highly scalable
approach that captures semantic and syntactic textual features to create a high di-
mensional signature vector of the patent. This enables us to utilize contained rich
information on the technologies encoded in the patent. Second, we use these vectors
to compute dyadic similarities between patents, where we avoid the computation of
a full similarity matrix by applying a fast approximate nearest neighbor matching
technique, and thereby provide an e cient method pipeline which scales near-linearly
and therefore is appropriate for massive datasets. Third, we overcome shortcomings
in commonly applied measures of technological relatedness, novelty, and quality using
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a temporally unbound alternative which is not dependent of explicit indications of
knowledge sources in form of citations by the applicants.
While the results so far demonstrate the usefulness of a semantic indicator of tech-
nological similarity, and give a first glance at possible applications, the full potential
remains yet to a large extend unexplored . In the following, we indicate what needs
to be done in order to improve the accuracy of the technological similarity score, to
validate its outcome, and apply it to a range of suitable problems.
With respect to the validity, information content, and use of the patent’s technologi-
cal signature, several avenues for future work exist. On the one hand further qualitative
evaluations of the technological nuance which is captured by the embedding vectors is
needed. Here, it would be interesting to look into the share of technological information
vs application related information encoded in the vectors. As discussed above, we are
confident that the vectors do represent the underlying patents. This is illustrated by
the classification evaluation where the vectors are used to in a classification model to
correctly pick one out of 637 classes in more than half of all cases. In terms of applied
methods, 2018 and 2019 have brought many breakthroughs in the field of NLP with
attention-based deep learning approaches making considerable progress with problems
like contextuality and polisomy.
With respect to the created technological similarity, many properties are still in need
to be explored and evaluated. While we see our measure to behave as expected with
respect to many common-sense evaluations such as the higher similarity of patents in
the same IPC class, from the same inventor, or close in time, the presence of a citation
between two patents is not associated with a higher similarity. This raises the question,
which information about the relationship between citing and cited patents is actually
captured by the citation, and how to interpret it in technology analysis.
Along these lines, the validation and verification of any kind of measure of technolog-
ical similarity between patents based on existing approaches appears to have limited
potential to start with, since the result can only be a proof of equivalence but not
superiority. In absence of an objective ground truth, this problem will remain. At the
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current point in time, the evaluation of technological proximity by domain level experts
appears to be the most trustworthy benchmark. While first attempts to utilize domain
expert knowledge to validate and optimize technological similarity metrics have been
made (Arts et al., 2018), the creation of a large-scale expert annotated dataset appears
necessary.12 Examples of disciplines such as Computer Vision demonstrate that the
assembly of such large and well-curated datasets has the potential to tremendeously
accelerate the progress on hard problems by providing commonly accepted benchmarks
for method development.13
We presented a first reality test of the proposed indicators by reproducing some
stylized facts on the development of electro-mobility technologies. However, a more
thorough validation is needed in future work. For instance, a comparison with common
indexes for ex ante patent novelty (e.g., number of backward citations, originality,
radicalness index) and ex post impact (e.g., backward citations, generality index) and
quality (eg., number of claims, patent renewal) are needed.
Further evaluations can be done considering our indicator scores of not-granted
patents (lack of novelty) and patents receiving popular innovation and invention prices
(c.f. Verhoeven et al., 2016). In addition, in depth evaluation can be performed in a
case study manner by considering the scores of famous innovations, or the development
of well-known technologies.
After a thorough evaluation and validation of the proposed indicators and their prop-
erties, we see a range of useful applications to deploy them. First, when following their
development over time, the combination of ex ante novelty and ex post promisingness
on technology level has the potential to inform technology life-cycle studies (eg., Gao
et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2016) to inform investment decisions, policies, and theory. Sec-
ond, the revision of historical developments of these indicators on country level could
inform studies on technological “catching up” and reveal potential “windows of oppor-
12We are currently in the active process of creating such a dataset. We hope to soon be able to present
first results and share this data with the research community.
13A popular example is the “ImageNet” dataset of more than a million human labeled images, which
is commonly seen to be responsible for the rapid progress on the task of object classification (cf.
Deng et al., 2009).
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tunity” where latecomer countries can enter the technological race. Similar analysis
could be carried out on to investigate the level and dynamics of inventive activity on
firm level.
Another promising avenue of research appears to be the deployment of these indica-
tors for technology forecasting to enrich existing approaches (eg., Altuntas et al., 2015;
Kim and Bae, 2017). Of particular interest here is how – in combination with other
patent characteristics – the ex ante novelty can contribute to predict a patents ex post
promisingness. That can on the one hand be done either in a causal modeling exercise
to shed light on the nuanced relationship between novelty and impact, or in a predic-
tive manner, leveraging current advances in machine learning and artificial intelligence.
In case such prediction e orts proof feasible and accurate, they can be leveraged for
near-real time and granular “nowcasting” and “placecasting” of inventive activity and
its quality, similar to recent e orts on entrepreneurial activity (eg., Guzman and Stern,
2015, 2017), or for the rare event prediction of technological breakthroughs.
Further, the dyadic and temporal nature of the proposed similarity measures natu-
rally suggests their deployment for network analysis on di erent levels of aggregation.
For instance, directed similarity networks from patents to similar ones in the future
can be used to map and analyze knowledge flows between individuals, firms, and
countries. Such network representations can also contribute to e orts of mapping and
understanding technology landscapes, trajectories, and their evolution (eg., Aharonson
and Schilling, 2016; Mina et al., 2007; Verspagen, 2007). Lastly, the proposed indica-
tors also have the potential to generalize across other domains of knowledge production
and novelty creation with similar data-structure, such as academic publications and
research grants.
All code necessary to recreate our workflow, indicator creation, and analysis is freely
available at https://github.com/ANONYMOS_REVIEW.We further provide an interac-
tive visualization platform www.ANONYMOS_REVIEW.com, which allows exploration and
insight creation of all developed indicators and their geographical distribution, similar-
ity networks between countries and technology, and their development over time. All
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data is also available there for download and own analysis. We hope thereby to spur
further research and method development based on semantic indicators of technological
development.
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